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ABSTRACT
Natural language processing is a complex area of computer science.
During recent years natural language started to have more inter-
ference in the Games area and has been established in conjunction
with speech recognition. This Master Thesis project covers the
theory behind an artificial intelligent agent capable of playing the
Werewolf or Mafia Game, with a more natural interaction towards
human users, using natural language processing techniques and
probability theory. We present our solution to create such an agent,
where we take advantage of Bayesian networks using the variable
elimination algorithm for the inference, an embodied conversa-
tional agent and similarity measures.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Theory of computation → Theory and algorithms for ap-
plication domains; Machine learning theory; Bayesian analysis;
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1 INTRODUCTION
The connection between Natural Language Processing and the
Video Games field keeps pushing the boundaries, specially in con-
versational games. Where there is a need to create an agent that
understands natural language.

Natural language processing has been a well discussed subject
in the last century and with the growing of the computer game
industry, it was expected that computer science engineers started to
see the potential of combining these two areas. An example of this
is the Colossal Cave Adventure game1. This game was developed
in 1976, where the author implemented a way for the game to be
controlled through natural language input.

Because of the complexity of language, natural language process-
ing has always been very challenging. Although, NLP has become
more approachable, mainly because of the integration of speech
recognition in computers, making it more desirable to work on a
communication skill game that uses natural language techniques.

On the other hand, video games have been spreading across
the globe and becoming more and more inclusive. However video
games that focus on communicative skill, without any cards or dice,
have not yet been able to have a successful agent that can pass as
an human player 100% of the times. Because this is such a difficult

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colossal _Cave_Adventure

matter we urge to keep on trying to make a more and more natural
agent, a more and more effective and accurate game agent.

Therefore, we decided to put together two computer science
areas, video games and natural language processing (NLP). With
the objective of developing an artificial player who can participate
in the communication skill game, the werewolf game, either as a
Werewolf or as a Villager. Finally, to be able to deceive other players
using natural language.

For this we needed to create a version of the Werewolf game
ready to be played by human players and at least by a virtual agent
and implement an intelligent virtual agent player capable of:

• Understanding the players’ utterances at a logic game level;
• Reasoning based on the game status and the above interac-
tions to update its beliefs;

• Interacting with the other players as allowed by the game
rules,

Therefore, in this paper, we suggest an approach for creating
an agent that is capable of understanding and reacting to Natural
Language interactions that will give a more entertaining experience
to human players, compared with an agent that just fakes under-
standing. As well, as the implementation of the communication
skill game, the werewolf game.

Our hypothesis is that both the virtual agent and the game should
actively adapt to each other. In particular, itâĂŹs an adaptation
of the Werewolf game communication skills and the virtual agent
interactions. We believe that it is possible to design a virtual agent
that can perform well playing the Werewolf game and at the same
time have a natural interaction with all the players, virtual players
and human players. This natural interaction has to include differ-
ent personalities as well as the understanding of the playersâĂŹ
utterances with the aim of classifying them; the small talk with the
players and also the answers the agent gives to questions from the
players. These interactions have to make sense while playing the
game, in order to make sure that the agent has a natural interaction.
Also the agent needs to be able of identifying the roles of each
player, in order to give right tips in the middle of games, and in
order to win, like any human player would want to. Therefore, we
created an agent that shows the same will as any player, a will to
win.



2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Background
There are several games that involve roleplay, teamwork, social
skills and strategic thought. For this field the related studies include
Mafia, Werewolf, MIXER, COUP and Town of Salem.

The Werewolf game2 resolves around secret identities, deduc-
tion and, deception. The use of deception, consists of making the
other players think that you can be trusted, even when you are the
evil party, in this case, the Werewolf. The game is played in turns,
day and night turns. There are at least five players. The roles are
Werewolf and Villagers.

Werewolves appear in the village in form of humans during day
and in form of Werewolves during night, attacking Villagers one-
by-one every night. At each day, the Villagers with the information
of who died each night decide that they must hang one of those
who are suspected of being Werewolves. The player that is lynched
is chosen after a discussion among players and by vote, where the
majority wins. If the the player hanged is not the Werewolf the
game goes on until the Villagers win or the Werewolf wins.

Although, there is a villager called seer that has a special power.
At each night, after the Werewolf kills its victim, the seer, can ask
the narrator for the role of a player. By knowing this information
the seer can try to help the village catch the Werewolf.

Nevertheless it is of the seer interest to not reveal that he/she is
the seer or else this player will be for certain the next victim of the
Werewolf.

Since Villagers do not have any information about the other
players during the game, the information is gathered through ar-
gument and also via signals that players give away, such as facial
expressions, body language, among others. The use of communica-
tion skills such as deception helps the players win the game. The
Werewolf player uses deception to hid himself from the Villagers
and if this is well done the Werewolf can win, although luck can
also be a factor.

Consequently theWerewolf game requires the use of communica-
tion skills and the players advanced intellectual ability to determine
through conversation the intention of others, in order to deduce
who is who. This game includes numerous communication-related
problems that do not help a virtual agent to play at the same level
as humans beings

2.2 State of the Art
A. Effect of Theory of Mind in Detecting Deception.

. To tackle the problem on how to build a virtual agent that
by being implemented in a robotic entity is capable of playing a
deceptive social game called COUP, Filipe Fortes and Rui Soares
came to the conclusion that deception is key. So for their master
thesis [5] and [6] they used theory of mind to make a virtual agent
able to play a deceptive game.

The agent created by the authors, starts by receiving perceptions.
The perceptions are the game events which can be of two types.
The first perception type are game updates that keep the agent’s
memory and the theory of mind component updated. The updates

2http://www.playwerewolf.co/

can be game start, cards drawn, among others. The second percep-
tion type are game events, agent played events, either picking an
action, picking a card, etc. These two types of perceptions set off
the deliberative component, where the agent chooses the best play
from the possible plays.

In order to discover the other players’ cards and what the other
players think are the other players’ cards, the authors implemented
the following algorithm of probabilities, where there are a set of 5
probabilities, one for each role (e.g. Ambassador). This component
has two levels of ToM. In the first level, the authors have used the
following formula:

Pi(Role) = 1 − C(n′,k)
C(n,k) , (1)

where Pi represents the probability of the initial role,C is the count,
n is the total of unknown cards to the authors virtual agent, k is
the number of cards in the players hand and n′ is the number of
cards from n that are not of that Role. So, to sum, the probability of
the initial Role is given by the combinations of cards of that role
divided by the total combinations of cards. However, the probabili-
ties are constantly changing. An example of probabilities changing
happens when the player hands get smaller, so k changes. This
happens because the implementation the authors made to update
the probabilities, was to use logs from other sessions, so they used
the Bayes Rule to calculate:

P(A|R) = count(Action ∩ Role)
count(Role) . (2)

These master thesis are important to our work. Because, it has
similar goals, such as making a agent capable of playing a deception
game with humans. It was also important to help us understand
how should we organize our master thesis, through their architec-
ture components and links, in order to use EMYS in future work.
However we diverge in the use of natural language, as they don’t
use it and we feel it is an important field to connect with the video
games field, as we are doing.

It is also relevant to notice that the authors also use probabilities
with the goal of helping their agent be more effective in the decision
making.

B. Probability Models.

. In order to create a efficient decision making we took into con-
sideration the Russel Stuart and Peter Norvig book [2]. This book
introduces probability theory and notes the importance of indepen-
dence and conditional independence relationships in probabilistic
representations. The authors describe a a way to represent such
relationships in the form of Bayesian networks. They define the
syntax and semantics of these networks and show how they can be
used to capture uncertain knowledge. They also explore ways in
which probability theory can be applied to worlds with objects and
relations.

A Bayesian network is a directed graph in which each node is
annotated with quantitative probability information. The Bayesian
network can be explained as follows:

• Each node corresponds to a random variable, which may be
discrete or continuous;
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• A set of directed links or arrows connects pairs and nodes.
When there is an arrow from node X to node Y, X is the
parent of Y;

• The graph has no directed cycles;
• Each node Xi has a conditional probability distribution that
quantifies the effect of the parents node, as we demonstrate
in the following equation:

P(Xi |Parents(Xi)). (3)

When the topology of the Bayesian network is laid out, we need
only specify a conditional probability distribution for each variable,
given its parents.

This book its pertinent to our work, because after we decided
we needed probabilities to assure that our agent would be able of
finding out the role of each player in our version of the Werewolf
game. We decided that the Bayesian network would be part of our
agent decision making.

C. Embodied Conversational Agent, Edgar.

. The authors of the paper [4] describe a platform for a embodied
conversational agent. This agent, Edgar, has tutoring goals that
takes written or spoken input. The input is restricted to questions
and small talk.

The paper focus on its understanding component. This com-
ponent supports in-domain interactions and small talk. The in-
teractions towards the agent are answered using different simi-
larity metrics, that compare the perceived utterances with ques-
tions/sentences in the agent’s system. The small talk is dealt with
the use of AIML, a language used by chat bots’ community.

In the similarity metric the authors used extensively used of the
“synonyms” approach. For instance, words wife and girlfriend are
considered to be “synonyms” as all the personal questions with
these words should be answered with the same sentence: I do not
want to talk about my private life.

The paper [4] is relevant to our works because is a component
of our architecture.

D. Semantic Similarity of Texts. paragraph
The authors exploit the information that can be drawn from the

similarity of the component words. They describe two corpus-based
and six knowledge-based measures of word semantic-similarity.
They also show, that this measure of text semantic similarity out-
performs the simpler vector-based similarity approach.

Measures of semantic similarity have been defined between word
or concepts. And the authors feel that the measures should be more
defined between text segments consisting of two or more words.
The derivation of a text-to-text measure of similarity starting with a
word-based semantic similarity metric may not be straightforward.

So the authors made an algorithm using these metrics that given
a two input text segments it is derived a score that indicates their
similarity at semantic level, going beyond the simple lexical match-
ing methods.

The authors made this algorithm by combining metrics word-to-
word similarity and word specificity into a formula. This formula
is a indicator of the semantic similarity of the two input texts.

Additionally to the similarity of words the authors take into
account the specificity of words. An example of this is the words

lawyer and attorney. They also give less value to the similarity
measure between generic concepts. An example of this is the words
get and become.

While the words are already measured by their depth in semantic
hierarchy, the authors reinforce this factor with a corpus-basedmea-
sure of word specificity. This specificity is based on distributional
information obtained from a large corpora.

So, for each word w in a segment T1 the authors try to identify
the word in the segment T2 that has the highest semantic similarity
has we can see in the formula bellow.

(maxSim(w,T 2)). (4)

After this, the same process is applied to determine the most
similar word in T1, starting with words of T2.

Then, the word similarities are then weighted with the corre-
sponding word specificity, summed up, and normalizes by length
of each text segment. In the end, the resulting similarity scores are
combined using a simple average.

Therefore the similarity between T1 and T2 can be observed by
the following formula.

sim(T 1,T 2) = 1
2

∑
maxSim(w,T 2)

.
(5)

This paper is very important to us because we used their algo-
rithm to classify our corpus. With the goal of identifying which
sentences are accusations and witch are not.

3 MODEL
In order to achieve our goal of creating a conversational capable
agent to play the Werewolf game, our main objectives were the
development of the Werewolf game in Unity and the development
of an agent that would be an effective player with the help of
probability theory and natural language methods.

In this section we describe our project architecture, our method-
ology and its corresponding implementation. For that reason, we
divide this section into four subsections, the architecture section,
the game section, the probabilistic models section and the natural
language methodology section.

A. Architecture. To properly delineate our project, we have to
first present the architecture we followed, in order to explain how
each methodology is used and how does it interact with each other
to create our final product.

This architecture as the following components:
• Game Server;
• Clients;
• Agent;
• Edgar;
• Classifier;
• NLTK, WordNet.

The first component, game server, is the server we implemented
that receives and transmits information with and to the Clients and
the Agent components.

This information exchanged is limited to the sentences writ-
ten on the chatbox and the actions (vote, kill, heal, etc.) made by
each client and also by the agent while playing the game we imple-
mented.



The Agent component has a subcomponent entitled Bayesian
Network. This component as its name suggests, takes advantage
of the Probability Model, Bayesian Networks. In this case, this
constituent helps the agent, with the information it is receiving
while playing (that is the same information as the clients), determine
who is who. This means that, it helps the agent discover the role of
each player. Although, it depends on the role of the agent. If the
agent has the role of werewolf, the Bayesian Network determines
who is the Doctor, otherwise, if the agent has the role of doctor or
villager, it determines who is the Werewolf.

Besides this, the agent has a connection with the Classifier com-
ponent. This component, receives the sentences that the other
players (the clients) send to the agent, through the Game Server.
Then, the classifier identifies if the messages are accusations or
not. Where an accusation is defined as a charge or claim that some-
one has done something wrong. In this game an example of an
accusation is: “Player A is the Werewolf for sure!”.

Therefore, the Classifier informs the agent if the sentence in
question is an accusation or not with True or False, in the example
above, the agent would receive True, meaning that the sentence
is an accusation. This information is then dealt by the Bayesian
network.

The Classifier as a link with the NLTK and WordNet component.
This link means that the Classifier uses both these libraries in its
implementation.

The link between the Agent component and the embodied con-
versational Edgar component. As it happens between the Agent
and the Classifier constituents, the Agent component receives the
sentences that the other players send to the agent, through the
Game Server, and then this information is also sent to the Edgar
component. The Edgar component identifies if each sentence has
semantic similarity with any of the sentences in the XML corpus, if
it has, it sends to the agent the answer to the received sentences, if
not it does not send a reply.

B. Gameplay and Implementation.

. We started by implementing a simple and perceptible interface
for the game, where the players understands what is happening at
all time and what is his/hers goal.

After defining how the interface should be, we started imple-
menting our game. We decided to use Unity, which is an all purpose
game engine that supports 2D and 3D graphics, drag and drop
functionality and scripting through C#.

Most of the game logic is implemented on the server side, such
as, the attribution of the role to each player randomly, the day/night
cycle, the prevention of duplicated usernames, etc.

The server also monitors the rounds length in time i.e. when a
round ends, where it informs all the users that the day/night cycle
must change, this makes all the users synchronized at all times. The
server can also send more information about the game state and
about a certain situation in-game. For instance, after the night is
over, the server informs all players who was killed by the werewolf,
or in case the doctor saved the werewolf’s target, it informs that
the doctor saved someone and no one died.

Most of the players’ actions are relevant to the server and there-
fore they are sent to the server.

In another note, we know that the Werewolf game is a card game
although, in our implementation there are no cards. The game is
only made for five players (however if needed, it is easily changed
to less or more players). When all the five players connect to the
game server, one of five roles is assigned to each player. The players
can be assigned the following roles: villager, werewolf or doctor.
There are 3 villagers, 1 doctor and 1 werewolf.

We decided to implement the doctor role instead of the seer
role because, we reached to the conclusion that it made the game
more fair. This conclusion was obtained as a result of observing
more than 10 card games of the Werewolf game, that included
3 villagers, 1 werewolf and 1 seer. And other 5 games where we
switched the seer role with the doctor role. While analyzing the
games, we noticed that the player that was the werewolf had a
higher probability of winning when there was no doctor role. With
the doctor role instead of the seer role, we verified a more even
game.

This happens because, as the werewolf kills villagers, the doctor
has a higher chance of healing them and keeping the town alive,
while the seer only discovers roles. Another reason that helps to
have a more leveled game is at the end of the game, when there are
only three players left, a villager, the werewolf and the doctor.

To sum up our game has the same rules as the Werewolf card
game, although there were made some changes, and they were:

• The doctor role instead of the seer role;
• All the communication between players is written with no
oral communication;

• The game is played online, so the players can’t see each
other;

• because there is no need to close the eyes in the online game,
players can talk (write) at night;

• There is no narrator, the game shows each player the night
and day changing through the moon and sun images. The
game also informs who dies, etc.

In ourWerewolf game, the player begins faced with the following
screen, that we can observe on Figure 1. In this screen each player
can write their name on the chatbox that says “Username” and then
click on the Connect Button to connect to the server.

Figure 1: Connection Screen

. After the connection goes through, the player meets the next
screen. In this screen, that we can observe on Figure 2, the player
can click on the Rules button and read the game Rules (this action
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can also be made in the connection screen and through the whole
game).

All the five player have to click on the ready Button (that appears
below the rules description in this image) before staring the game,
otherwise, if a player is not ready to start the game, it will not start.
As we can see on the figure, all these players were ready letting
the game begin. This ready button, provides the players the proper
time to read the rules calmly before starting the game.

Figure 2: Rules Screen

. When the game begins, the roles are randomly distributed
among the five players. In our game, each player can be a villager,
a doctor or a werewolf. Where there are only three villagers role,
one doctor role and one werewolf role.

The game starts at day one so the players can have time to read
their roles, abilities and goal. On day one every player is constrained
of doing any of their actions, except writing on the chatbox. After
the timer drops to 0 seconds, night one begins. At every night turn,
the villager role does not have any possible action, the werewolf
role can kill any player except himself and the doctor role can heal
anyone, even the werewolf or himself/herself.

After the night, another day turn begins. In each day turn, the
werewolf is disguised as a normal villager. In this turn, each player
can vote on a player they suspect to be the werewolf. In the were-
wolf case, he must try to not get lynched and lynch instead a town
member to be hanged.

When there is a majority vote, the player with more votes has
15 seconds to defend himself.

Therefore, the players are presented with a new screen where
they can vote guilty or innocent. Here the rules are simple, if there
are more guilty votes than innocent votes, the player in question
hangs. If there are more innocent votes than guilty votes, the player
lives through another day. If there is a tie, the player also lives.

The games goes on until one of the factions, werewolf or town
wins.

C. Embodied Conversation Agent Edgar.

. We use Edgar back end, in order to create a more natural agent
with small talk, and with questions recognition. So, when a player
writes a sentence, the Natural Language Understanding model
(NLU) processes it and chooses an answer. Here, the in-domain
knowledge source of the agent are XML files that we edited, after
observing a great number of Town of Salem [3] games.

These knowledges sources can be (automatically) extended with
synonyms. This means that, if two words, within the context of a
sentence from the knowledge source, will lead to the same answer,
we consider them synonyms. For instance, “wife” and “girlfriend”
in this case are considered synonyms, so, all the personal questions
with these words should be answered with the same sentence, in
this case: “I do not want to talk about my personal life.”.

When it comes to the small talk trait, the authors of Edgar [4]
used the “Artificial Intelligent Markup Language” (AIML), a derivate
of XML. With the AIML the agent can send sentences about cinema
and compliments. We also use this trait with the reason of letting
our agent do small talk and look more natural.

D. Classifier.

. Aside from Edgar we decided to implement a classifier that uses
similarity metrics. We noticed we needed an accusation classifier,
in order to update our agent beliefs. Therefore, we found important
to identify which player writes more accusations per turn (example:
“Player 1 is guilty!”), due to the fact, that we noticed that normally,
the guilty party at deception games does more accusations than a
normal role player.

Consequently, we took advantage of part of the implementation
of this method developed by the authors of [1]. Taking into consid-
eration our goal to create a classification task capable of returning
a True or False label in the eventuality of the sentence in question
being or not being an accusation.

We also useWordnet has they do, to compute sentence similarity,
but before using it, we do a part-of-speech tagging because we
need to tell the Wordnet what kind of POS we have. Though, since
Wordnet only contains information on nouns, verbs, adjectives
and adverbs, ignoring everything else, we also had to change our
implementation in order to be able to read adverbs such as “not”
or else it would be a problem. As we can see from the following
sentences: “He is not the Werewolf” and “He is the Werewolf”, if we
ignore the adverb “not”, the similarity between the two sentences
is 1 and therefore both would be considered accusations, while the
first one is not really an accusation. So, to resolve this problem
we decided to let every word that the Wordnet does not found a
synonymous be added anyway to the sentence and being tested by
the similarity metric as well.

As such, our algorithm defines the semantic similarity of two
sentences. To explain better we present the following example.
Given two sentences T1 and T2, we take each word of the sentence
T1 and extended it with the synonymous of each word. Then we
identify on segment T2 the word that has the highest semantic
similarity

(masSim(w,T 2)), (6)

with the synset of the sentence T1. This also takes into account the
word-to-word similarity measures in the paper mentioned. Then the
same process is applied to determine themost similar word in T1 but
this time, starting with the synset of the words in T2. In the end the
resulting similarity scores are combined using an average, giving
us a final score that represents the sentence similarity between T1
and T2.

To sum up, this implementation, compares each sentence re-
ceived by the agent in real game time, with each sentence that we



list below. Then, if any of the pairs indicate that there is similarity,
it sends the label true to the agent, with the aim of informing it
that the sentence in question is an accusation.

The sentences were compared with the following phrases:
• “The werewolf is”;
• “you are the werewolf”;
• “you are guilty”;
• “Guilty”;
• “is evil”;
• “is the werewolf”;
• “is the wolf”;
• “werewolf = Mary”;
• “is suspicious”;
• “you are suspicious”.

Finally, when the agent receives the True or False label, it also
sends this information to the Bayesian network, updating the agent
beliefs during the game.

E. Agent and Probabilistic Reasoning.

. we used network models to reason under uncertainty of who
is the werewolf in our game. We opted to use a systematic way to
represent such relationships in the form of Bayesian network.

So, a Bayesian network is a directed graph in which each node
corresponds to a random variable. In this network, each link or
arrow connects pairs of nodes, and when there is an arrow from
node X to node Y, X is said to be a parent of Y.

We also took advantage of the variable elimination algorithm
that improves the enumeration algorithm 3 by eliminating repeated
calculations. This helps to do the calculation once and save the
result for later use. The enumeration algorithm sums all full joint
distribution without ever constructing it.

Consequently we created the Bayesian network, that can be
observed in Figure 3. Where the role is the variable that gives the
probability for each role, werewolf, doctor or villager. A_j is the
number of accusations made by each player. V_j represents if a
player voted on someone to hang or not. G_j represents what did
each player vote, guilty, innocent or if he/she refrains from voting
when a player is about to hang.

We can also see in the graph that the node Role is the parent
of all the other nodes and that the V_j node is also a parent of the
node G_j. This means that the child nodes are dependent of the
parent nodes, making A_j, V_j and G_j dependent of the node role
and G_j also dependent of the node V_j. The intuitive meaning of
this is that a node that is a parent, has a direct influence on its child,
which suggests that causes should be parents of effects.

After defining the topology of the network, we specified the con-
ditional probability distribution for each variable, given its parents.

We also noticed that the combination of the topology and the
conditional distributions were enough to suffice our full joint distri-
bution for all our variables, with the use of our Bayesian network
algorithm.

With the use of the Bayesian network we were capable of creat-
ing an agent with beliefs updates where it uses these probabilities
with the following goals:

3these algorithms are simple and general exact inference algorithms in probabilistic
graphical models

Figure 3: Graph of our Bayesian network

Figure 4: Variables Conditional Probability Distributions

• If doctor, the agent, at night does not heal the player with a
higher probability of being the werewolf;

• If doctor or villager, the agent, votes to hang on the player
with higher probability of being the werewolf,

• If doctor or villager and a player is on the gibbet, the agent
votes guilty if it has a higher probability of being the were-
wolf, innocent if it has a higher probability of being the
doctor or a villager and refrain from the vote if the agent
does not have a probability higher than 50% for any role.

4 EVALUATION AND RESULTS
Having described the implementation of our project above, we now
present how we prepared the test sessions, our methodology in
running them, and the data collection that took place.

The players played 9 games in the total with the agent, were
each 3 games had one of our 3 different agent personalities, normal
talk, quiet and talkative. At the end of each game we asked each
player who did they think was the agent, and we took note of this
information.
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Our experiment collected data from 6 different individuals, mainly
between 20 and 30 years old. All the players had theminimal gaming
experience, and some had experience with deception communica-
tive games such as ours. Of these individuals one was a woman and
the other five were men. We choose to make a test session with
such few players because, in our project the aim is to mainly test
the agent effectiveness, accuracy and behavior. And since the game
it is played online and the players have to be in the game server at
the same time, it was hard to gather more than 6 volunteers that
were available at the same time.

In each game we asked each player who did they thought the
agent was. And the results obtained were:

• Talkative personality: the agent was correctly guessed 8 out
of 12 times;

• Normal Talk personality: the agent was correctly guessed 7
out of 12 times;

• Quiet personality: the agent was correctly guessed 4 out of
12 times;

With this values in mind, we note that when the agent talks less,
the players have an harder time to discover who is the agent. This
happens because the corpus of the agent sentences is relatively
small and if a player, plays several games it ends up learning some
of the agents’ sentences.

We also asked the players if the game experience was more
fun with the agent as a fifth player, than when playing with only
human players. All the players said they had more fun with the
agent playing due to the fact that was fun to wonder who could
be the agent. The players also enjoyed when the agent won as the
werewolf or when the agent was a town member and discovered
who was the werewolf, helping the villagers win. This is due to the
fact that the human players felt challenged by the agent.

Concerning the Bayesian Network, after analyzing the logs ob-
tained from these games, we noticed that, when the agent was the
werewolf he guessed who was the doctor and tried to send him to
the gibbet, if this action was not successful he would try to kill the
doctor in the next night. When the agent was a town member it
voted correctly on the werewolf to hang, 67%.

An example of this can be observed in another log of the play
testing in Figure 5. In this example, the agent named Beef was a
villager and voted on the player with the username Oliver that
was the werewolf at day three. As in the previous example, this
happened because at that moment the probability percentage of
Oliver being the werewolf was higher than the rest of the players
i.e. the updated the Bayesian network with Oliver’s observations
inferred an higher probability than the rest of the players.

In the 9 games, the agent guessed 4 times who was the werewolf
when he was a town member and 2 times who was the doctor
when he was the werewolf. Therefore we can say that the bayesian
network has a high rate finding out what are the most important
roles in each game.

An example of this can be observed also in Figure 5, where
we can observe that when the agent Beef thought that the player
qwerty was the Werewolf he sent the following sentence “I am on
to you qwerty” and then voted on this player. We also observed
that, at night, when the werewolf kills, the agent sends the sentence
“Doctor I love you”, due to the fact that the doctor is the only one

Figure 5: Play Testing Log 2

that can save the agent from death, it is also important to notice
that this sentence also makes sense because the doctor is still alive.
Finally, we also see in the Figure that when the player send the
agent to the gibbet, to trial, he used the following sentence “don’t
lynch me, lynch the Werewolf” to defend himself.

To sum up, with the results obtained, we reached to the conclu-
sion that our agent is effective and accurate in its decision making,
that it creates a fun and engaging experience to the players and
that the sentences it sends have the right timing and make sense.

5 DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation has contributed to the continuation of the approx-
imation between natural language processing and the video games
field. Where, it was made an attempt of creating a natural language
capable agent of playing the werewolf game with the use of natural
language techniques and probabilistic models.

To test our approach and answer our hypothesis, we tested our
agent in four different ways: observing if the players found who
was the agent in each game, seeing which personality had better
performance, examining if the agent sent messages made sense and



finally if the agent, with the help of the bayesian networks guessed
correctly the roles of the players. All these ways were tested in the
final play testing where the agent played with 6 different human
players. The agent played 9 times, with 3 different personalities.

From the results we obtained, we concluded that our hypothesis,
a natural language capable agent of playing the werewolf game is
possible, and it is more effective when it only sends messages when
it is really necessary. Than, while playing the werewolf game the
bayesian network made its decision making effective and accurate.
That the messages the agent send made sense and had meaning to
the players.

We were glad that, not only did our hypothesis was observed but
also that our agent our implementation passed as a human player
more than 50% of the times.

In conclusion we can say that the agent we implemented, as well
as the game and the methodology were consistent, effective and
accurate.
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